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Introduction 
This year Fresher’s Night 2016 was observed on 14th of August in remembrance of our beloved colleague Mr. Alok Kumar 

Pandey. The event started out with the showcase of the fresher’s video followed by the lighting of the lamp by the 

Patron, Students’ Gymkhana. The duration of the event was 2 hours 40 minutes (7:50 PM to 10:30 PM) on the theme 

‘Pokemon’. All the practices and the final night was conducted well in time in the presence our respected DOSA, Prof. 

A. R. Harish. This year DJ night was not organised following the sad events that happened in the campus. 

Performances 
The following performances were organised were various clubs under the council: 

 Musical Performances 

 Dance Performances 

 Speed Art and Sand Art 

 Fashion Show 

 Kavi sammelan 

 Mime 

 Wall Paintings  

Key Highlights 
 For the first time, a cosplay event was organized as a part of Fashion show 

 Wall Paintings were made in accordance with the theme and the upcoming Inter IIT sports meet 

 For the first time, the event kicked off with the fresher’s video which was appreciated by all the faculty 

present there 

 



 

Financial Details 
Last year expenses: ₹ 75,505 

Allocated Budget: ₹ 65,000 

Budget from SSF for Cosplay: ₹ 10,000 

 

EVENT EXPENSES 

FINE ARTS ₹ 10,355 
REFRESHMENTS ₹ 12,470 

LIGHTS AND SOUND ₹ 22,000 
COSPLAY ₹ 7,800 (from SSF) 

PRINT OUTS AND PHOTOCOPIES ₹ 240 
MAINTENANCE ₹ 300 

TOTAL ₹ 53,165* 
 

Total Saving from the allocated budget: ₹ 19,635 (₹ 15,000 due to DJ Night) 

Total Saving from the SSF: ₹ 2,200 

 

Net Savings: ₹ 21,835 

Recommendations 
 The Scripts for HSS should be verified by all the respective authorities at least 3 days prior to the event 

 As has been seen for the past many years, ELS participants often face unusual contempt from the crowd, hence 

my recommendation would be to explore better alternatives than anchoring for the club 

 A full stage rehearsal should happen a day before the event for better management 

 All the teasers and promotional videos to be showcased in the fresher’s night should be submitted to the 

organizers 3 days prior to the event otherwise it should not be allowed to be screened on fresher’s night 

 No prize distribution ceremonies should be organized as a part of fresher’s night as it costs a lot of the precious 

time which can be utilized for the performances 
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